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Optics

� Performed fabrication tolerance analysis on slitviewer optics.  Iterated slitviewer design with
Arek Swat. Wrote specifications for slitviewer optics.

� Bids for the CaF2 and fused quartz/ silica optical blanks have been received. A description of
the results is given in the confidential document: feb03_quotations.pdf.

� The annealed NaCl optical blanks have been ordered from Thermal Hilger for a total of $3855. 
Birefringence testing will be done by Saint-Gobain, for $140/ blank. 

� Work continues on the RFP for lens fabrication, to be released this week.  The following
vendors are interested in bidding: David Hilyard (Lick), Coastal Optical, Tinsley Labs, Janos,
Harold Johnson, and Tucson Optical.  The bid will be divided into three "lots", 1) the aspheric
element, 2), the NaCl triplets, and 3) the remaining 11 spherical elements. We have decided to
ask for an optical test for the asphere, based on advice that profilometry has proven problematic
on other aspheres.  Hilyard, Coastal, and Tinsley are interested in doing the asphere.  Further
information may be found in the in the above confidential document.

� Alan Schier has proceeded to the conceptual design for the lens cells, and has been working
with James O'Connor on the optical mounting interface of the cryostat and the cryostat window.

� We continue work on developing specifications for the laser milling machine for the slitmask
factory.  A preliminary quotation for two options has been received (see above confidential
document).  The less expensive one is very close to the PDR estimate.  We are leaning towards a
turn-key system, rather than integrating a machine from parts.  We do not have the expertise to
reliably and cheaply integrate such a system, given the relatively small amount that might be
saved (~$40,000) and the likely salary costs of integration.

Mechanical

� Completed the design of the filter mechanism and handed it over to Design Concepts for
assembly drawings

� Worked closely with Design Concepts on detailing the mechanisms.  They have now
completed the detailed modeling of the waveplate and slitmask mechanisms. 

� Worked with Rutgers on the design of the etalon inserters and its (rather complicated) interface
with PFIS.

� Remodeled the structure and designed the mount feet to interface semi-kinematically with



PFIP. 

� Worked on a test prototype for our discrete station sensors to be used in all magazine
mechanisms.  The concept uses the overlap of two offset Hall Effect vane sensors, combined by
a wire AND.  Based on these tests, it will be a viable method. 

� Designed a baffling system for the area around the grating mechanism which ensures complete
baffling during articulation. 

� Continued work on the final FEA analysis of the structure. 

� Formulated a data base with linked tables for mechanisms and parts to help us to keep track of
purchasing during phase four and to enable accurate parts lists and pricing per mechanism now. 

Control

� Redesigned OCDD, started updating it for CDR 

� Researched driver for articulation motor.

� Continued work on wiring diagram & interlocks.  

� Updated PFIS block diagram to reflect recent changes, including star tracker. 

� Worked with Rutgers on ICD items: specified sensors and actuators to be compatible with
Wisconsin wiring diagram effort. 

Management

� Updated control system price estimates to reflect the now completed parts lists for the
mechanisms.  Compared to the original Swales estimates, we have saved almost $20,000.

Detectors

� Work is progressing on the following CDR documents
- detector design document - almost finished. 
- testing document
- safety document
- schedule - completed
- budget. 

� Work continues on the cryostat design



Activities for the next month

� Mechanism 
work with Design Concepts to complete CDR drawings
finish mechanism specification documents

� Optics
order optical blanks
issue camera/ collimator fabrication RFP
issue slitviewer RFQ
issue polarimetric optics RFQ's
update Optics Design Document for CDR

� Control
finish wiring diagram design
continue high level observation mode user interface

� Detectors
finish updating ICD

� Management
Update budget for CDR
Optimize Phase 4 detailed schedule


